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The following information is provided for the correct utilization of Lipolaser treatment system. The information includes not only the accident protection regulations the products comply with, but also the effective regarding proper use of the products.

1) Electric safety regulation

2) Material ROHS test2002/95/EC
Restriction of use of certain Hazardous Substance in Electrical & electronics Equipment/ROHS.


4) ISO13485:2003 MEDICAL/33021200005459

5) ITC MEDICAL CE
1. LIPOLASER common sense

Is LipoLaser Safe?
Yes, Lipolaser treatments are completely non-invasive and clients feel nothing. LipoLaser’s low level laser technology has been studied and used for over 30 years for many biomedical purposes. FDA approved for pain and inflammation, doctors can use it for fat loss.

Do I have to do other things to lose the fat?
Only for bigger results - 1 inches without changes, 5 inches with major lifestyle changes, like diet and exercise—we have support if you choose to change your life while doing the sessions.

What do you do to keep the fat off?
Normal things you need to keep weight off—diet and exercise, drinking water, etc.

Where Does the Fat Go?
That fat can be burned as energy in the body, or normal metabolic processing—just like when you exercise and release fat.

How Quickly Will I See Results
Many clients see measureable results after their first session.

What Kind of Results are Produced?
1-5 inches average—the most lost in 9 sessions is 23 inches. People who make minor lifestyle changes, are on the higher end of the average, and those who don’t, the lower end.

How many times do I need it?
3 times per week, 9 times per course of treatment.
2. Product Information

1. PRODUCT INFORMATION

APPLICATION

* Intensive physical lipolysis to remove fat
* Excess fat cell melted
* Body slimming, cellulite reduction
* Smooth fatigue
* Remove obstruction from channels and collaterals
* Promote and accelerate the body’s metabolism

FEATURES

* Laser wavelength: 635-650nm
* Maximum output power: 100W
* Single Output: 100mW
* Numbers of Treatment Probe: 6
* Numbers of Diode laser: 18
* Timer: 30 minutes MAX
* Input current: 240V or 110V AC
* Working Temperature: 10-40 degree
* Weight: 21Kg
* Package size: 58*50*33cm
* Certifications: CE LVD, CE EMC
3. Installation Alignment and operation procedures

3.1 Open the Package and connect all parts.

4 Piece Laser Pad with 4 lamp

2 Piece Laser Pad with 2 lamp
3. Installation Alignment and operation procedures

3.1. Turn the key on the key switch and urgency Button to power on the machine, and the led on the screen will display.

3.1. Adjust the timer for big probe, then press On to make 6 piece big probe working.

3.2. Press the on/off button to control the small probe working.
**4. Treatment procedure**

4.1 Cleanse the skin, Put the Lipolaser probe to body where you want lost fat, then use a belt keep the pad to body.

4.2 You relax in a comfortable position while a trained LipoLaser technician places two multi-laser paddles and two smaller lasers to the target areas. Then lay back, relax, read, or whatever you like.

---

**5. Before and after compare**
6. Our Diode Laser Device superiority

6.2. It does not present any contagious risk
6.3. Stable laser energy output
6.4. Good energy and effect
6.5. Super treatment effect

We Are Looking for Sale agent over the world.